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btures Tom Rush
:;:;ne thinks about the folk music scene
?;s spawned in Boston in the early
and the artists who are still
.ir.g and held in high esteem today,
einparticular comes to mind Tom
: Tom's music has never lost its
j1 (oik flavor, yet is has always
c-- i current whether interpreting
jl writers like Jackson Browne and
Mitchell or in Tom's original
unions like "No Regrets," "Rockport
j; "or "Wrong End of the Rainbow."
:: received his first guitar during his
ryeiratGroton. "I never did take any
:? in the guitar, which is probably why I
-- iitso much," he said. "I got a little
: :ther and we played before the
--
"iiy night movies and for parties and
We were doing Gene Vincent
;;:asandCarl Perkins imitations, you
' old rock-n-roll- ."
''3 went on to attend Harvard, the
'slot folk," and started playing in local
:-?-- juses one or two nights a week,
"jilt developing a following. "I made a
"'Ma little fly-by-nig- ht label," Tom
"It wasn't quite a vanity record.
?:?!) was paying me to make it.
s really a small scale operation,
nywas distributing it to stores out of
iof his car. Then, a friend of mine,
-t- hschild (who's gone on to greater
--
:? got a job as A & R man for Prestige
"'is and signed up most of the
-- ''ty folk scene, except for a few
;3 who went with Vanguard Records."
3 signed with Prestige and made a
albums for the label. In the middle
-- aioryear at Harvard, Tom dropped
-- scnool.
(ailed a course the semester
'fi," he said. "I didn't flunk out of
--'i. but I wasn't in good standing."
doing okay, but I'm not sure how.
;!etimelwasstaying around Boston
twonightsaweek. I was only taking
;" Jen dollars a night, but somehow I
."f1 1 ate a lot of liver." When he
to go back after a year, he had to
;;?"lhadtowritethema letter," Tom
Plaining how I had benefited from
ir f( and how I was now a better person
-- Bore avid seeker for knowledge and
"fey feu f0r it."
..' Cutback to Harvard, finished out
festers and graduated. "I didn't
y'"tend to be a professional singer," he
J. ut 1 graduated with a degree in
,' "i which doesn't really prepare
'"wything."
Q
After graduating, Tom continued to live in
Boston and sing occasionally, building
larger and larger audiences. Paul
Rothschild moved to Elektra Records and
Tom moved along with him, making three
albums for the label. Tom found himself
traveling more and doing better and "it just
gradually has come along to where it is today
professionally."
For a while, Tom worked with a band
behind him, but he's now gone solo again. "I
don't regret having worked with a band," he
said. "I learned a lot by doing that, but I think
that part of what I like to do is just keep
changing, doing different things. It keeps it
interesting.
"I enjoy the freedom of not only being on
stage by myself, but not having to worry
about four guys and their old ladies and all of
their problems with their old ladies and with
each other and with each other's old ladies.
You know, things like the bass player's wife
picking on the road manager.
"Without the band, there are a few tunes
that I've had to drop, like 'Driving Wheel' and
a few others in the hard rock end of the
spectrum. By the same token, there were
some tunes that I couldn't do when I had the
band because it was difficult to do really
quiet and intimate stuff with all those guys on
stage.
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Folk singer Tom Rush.
"Having a band necessarily limits the
amount of rapport you can get going with an
audience just because there are always
other people up there tuning up, moving
around and just generally being there."
Tom's last three LP's, "Tom Rush,"
"Merrimack County" and "Wrong End of the
Rainbow," were on the Columbia label. He's
going back into the studio soon with material
of his own and songs by other writers. "I
think the next record is going to be a
countryishone," Tom said. "I don't want to
do it in Nashville. I don't want to go that far
country."
GAMBIER, OHIO
FEBRUARY 14, 1974
Tough questions left unresolved
by Matthew A. Winkler
Last Saturday, February 9, an open
community discussion was held at Rosse
Hall to answer questions concerning the
Senate's controversial housing proposal. It
was a poor turn-ou- t, as only a third of the
seats were taken. After one and a half hours
of heated discussion, many questions were
still unresolved. Dean Givens chaired the
meeting and various members of Senate
dealt with the more specific aspects of the
proposal. The members of Senate present
were, Dean Edwards, Mr. McGannon, Mr.
Macdonald (freshman), Ms. Heiberger
(senior), Mr. Tegreene, Professor Larson,
Mr. Crane (junior), Professor Elliot,
President Caples, Vice-Preside- nt McKean,
Professor Weber, and Professor Short.
Professor Rutkoff served as a consultant
throughout the makings of the proposal.
Dean Givens opened the meeting with a
historical background leading up to the time
of the proposal. In "the spring of last year,
the Senate discussed the state of affairs
regarding the residence halls, and the
quality of life on campus. It was felt at that
time that a look should be taken at the
residential patters of the college. The report
which was released to the Collegian (Feb. 7)
is a result of many, many, long hours of
diligent work and concern. It is an interim
report. The opportunity today for us to join
you is to hear what it is that are your
concerns regarding the proposal."
The first question pertained to the
implementation of such a housing plan.
Professor Rutkoff replied that "there has
been no specific talk about exactly how we
would do it. One thought would be considering
each class differently which would let next
year's seniors go through a normal lottery,
next year's sophomores and freshmen,
perhaps, ask them to chose their residence
on the basis of the house, and we weren't sure
about what recommendations to make to next
year's juniors." DeanGivens added that the
Senate has not yet dealt with "the
transitional period" as they are seeking
more information from the student body. The
effects of the proposal upon the fraternities
will be minimized according to Mr.
Tegreene. He said that "The Dekes will not
be moved to Hanna, the AD's are not going to
be moved to Chicago and we are not going to
Cont. on p. 7
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Fraternities defended
We would like to take issue with several of
the points in the "Commentary" written by
Kim Straus which appeared in the last issue
of the Collegian. Mr. Straus makes several
sweeping statements concerning what the
IFC and individual fraternities should or
should not do. While everyone is entitled to
an opinion, Mr. Straus' position as a
sophomore independent makes it obvious
that these statements are merely the
uninformed opinions of an outsider and do not
necessarily bear any resemblance to the
actual situation.
Looking at Mr. Straus' comments point by
point, let us begin with the statement that
"Frats have weakened their position by
allowing the IFC to take a dictatorial role."
If he would talk with any fraternity president,
Mr. Straus would discover 1) decisions in
IFC are made by majority vote, 2) the
fraternities feel that a strong IFC is of
benefit to them. It is hard to understand why
the policies of IFC are of any concern to the
independent Mr. Straus. If fraternities
choose to submit to what he feels is the
"dictatorship" of the IFC it is their
privilege to do so and it is none of his affair.
We find it hard to believe that Mr. Straus,
without having attended an IFC meeting all
year, can state its goals so definitely as
being that of building "an isolated fortress."
Dogmatic statements such as these are the
basis of his entire commentary, however.
Another such statement is that "Never on
this campus should fraternities
unconditionally exclude independents from
social activities with the expressed or
unexpressed motive of vengeance!" Again
we fail to see how Mr. Straus can be so
definite concerning fraternities' motives.
We reply that private groups have the right to
exclude outsiders no matter what the motive.
However we strongly doubt that vengeance is
a motive in this case, and we challenge Mr.
Straus to support this, or any of his similar
statements. On the contrary, Mr. Straus, we
feel that the motives for closing parties are
partly to strengthen the fraternity system by
encouraging social-minde- d independents tojoin, partly to eliminate the expense
incurred by uninvited visitors, and mostly
because fraternities consist of people who
get along well together and see no reason to
include in their social activities people who
are strangers andor considered to be
obnoxious by the fraternity.
A right to exclude unwanted people from a
private gathering does not seem to us to be
unjust. While fraternities have expressed a
willingness to provide much of the social life
of the college, they are under no obligation to
do so and they are within their rights to
charge whatever fees they wish or to close
their parties completely.
Mr. Straus says that the "frats at Kenyon
have put too much emphasis on their social
value." If itis true that some frats do exist
primarily for social reasons, it is
Cont. on p. 3
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The view from here
Survival vs status quo
The Senate housing proposal fails to answer some rather difficult question;
implementation and nuts-and-bol- ts operation questions whose answers could mak;
break the proposal's value and effectiveness as a remedy for Kenyon's social ills. One e
of particular sensitivity involves the fraternities' ability to accept pledges into a V.
already filled with underclass independents who have been assigned (or have chosen) to --
in the frat house. Another major problem concerns the ability to transfer from one hoiis
another something which, according to the proposal, "will be discouraged and granted r.
when necessary." The underlying assumption is that under this system students will notr.
to change House affiliation; and yet human personalities change in different waysai:
different rates so that such a restriction of mobility could be unpleasant and downr
stifling. Apparently, a major difficulty here is simply that the wording of this protion o!:
proposal was ill-chose- n; the only restriction on House to House movement is availabil:"
space. The real problem then gets down to the establishment of quotas or priorities: e g ."
conceivable that, say, 50 people wish to move into a House freshmen assigned to the bc- -;
freshmen choosing that house, fraternity pledges, and upperclassmen wishing to cat
affiliation and there are only 30 places available. Who gets priority?
Itis in precisely this kind of area that the proposal is purposefully and necessr
ambiguous. The Senate needs your advice. But instead of the desired constructive critici;
theSenate has endured, for the most part, mere self-centere- d conservative abuse froi- -
student body a reaction most typified by the petition signed by over 350 students. T:
petition criticizes the proposal for imposing "an inflexible, unjust and artificial system
the student body. . .The current proposal treats a sympton rather than the disease." Of--
through the rhetoric, we wonder what is meant by "inflexible": the governance structurt
each House will be left up to the individual Houses; monies will be made available for sfc
functions; the fraternities will be given a chance to survive, and yet the way is left open for
creation of new societies, or even co-educatio- nal divisions; and certainly caIt-governme- nt
will become more representative and meaningful. Is the proposal "unjust'
Mr. Rutkoff replied at the Saturday afternoon discussion, ". . .how many 1 1-- 12 courses1'- -
is. . .(justice)?" And "artificial?" It certainly cannot be any more artificial than the pre-- -
random scattering that the present lottery system offers us. We would further like ton
exception to the entire concept of treating "a symptom rather than the disease." So 6''
have heard no one attempt to accurately define this disease independently of the symp,e-- 1
The Senate does directly address itself to such things as the loss of a sense of comm"1
lackof "social unity," and "isolation," labels that we apply to the symptoms as a
but which we cannot isolate from the symptoms themselves. If the symptoms are treated
cured, then there is no problem and consequently no need to postulate a mysterious, o'- -'
disease.
Much of the vigorous defense of the status quo encountered by Senate is rather diffi
to understand. For the past several years independents have screamed bloody murder e(t
Springwhen lottery time rolled around. The lottery has been viewed as an unnecessary-nerv- e
racking hassle, a penalty for failure to join a frat. Now, many of these same people
the lottery's staunchest defenders. We can only conclude that many students, having end'-th- e
lottery for several years, are now in a position to secure that prime piece of real esta'1
in the apartments that they've coveted for so long; it seems somehow unfair that the11
proposal would let new and future students off the hook so easily.
The lottery system has turned student housing into a combination gambling game
i-Soonerla-
ndrush.lt
is a disaster for a school that has recently expanded and gone co-- e
serves mainly to compound the tendency towards fragmentation and disunity. An altering
to the presentsystem, such as the Senate's new proposal, is urgently needed to help i"s'-th- at
we learn to care for each other and for our communal environment rather that
ourselves and our own little real estate claim . This far-sight- ed proposal (or a modiiica1(t
it) is needed, in short, to insure the very survival of Kenyon as a workable
Collegian
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LETTERS Apathy dies; outrage on the rise
nt. from p. 2
-- fortunate that their members miss the
3T other benefits that fraternities can
Sr. Nevertheless, serving as a social
rnnization for people who like to party
Hiher is a perfectly legitimate reason for
ftstenceand there is no justification for the
"lenient that "fraternities which exist
iielyas party machines should not exist at
i"
Mr. Straus deplores what he feels is a
&ig of hostility between fraternities and
pendents and urges that efforts be made
:bster a spirit of harmony between the two.
-- iesearehis genuine feelings he does little
follow them with his name-callin- g tactics,
i-attemptst-
olink his "Kenyon Man" with
iraernities are worthy of no other name. We
c:i of no fraternities which "provide a
-- rdinformen to sit around and swap stories
:' how they have been 'mistreated' by
r.aen." Seriously, Mr. Straus, you must
; recede that independents make at least as
3y derogatory remarks about women as
k fraternity men. Your "Kenyon Man"
sloEstoboth groups and even your tirade
aastfraternities cannot justify linking the
Finally, Mr. Straus, you say that you
ssnt being called a freeloader. We are
if your feelings have been hurt and will
Appyto substitute any other phrase you
a provide which will describe someone
'to wants something without paying for it.
'WES J. O'MAILIA
E'E. PATTERSON
Tt'ARTS WFP.rNFP
2 'All F. STAFFORD, JR.
TOM HAZLETT
RICH JAMES
JIM KUHN
nousing referendum urged
Senate's current housing proposal is
"'Ithemost reactionary proposals given
enceon this campus since my arrival
-- eeyears ago. Although various members
Senate are quick to assure students
' their proposal broadens the students'
'Ullife while creating a greater freedom
-- toicefor the student in deciding where he
live, I urge you to read their proposal in
Collegian. What they say and what they
"itaretwo very different proposals. The
''"MSenate nroDosal severely limits the
'tomof choice given to the student body in
s "'B wnere, with whom , and for how long
' i'We to reside in various dormitories on
"s wmpus. The ideas of selecting
tirKentatives to student legislatures
t.."16 residence halls, and providing
Ses" with social funds are good
"n the'
v-u-
uiu easily De implemented
Present structure of housing and
5 3
nav identical results with those which
Onrr "hUSe" system would provide,
w enators seem to think that we need
"Jses" tn , ,
l "uive ine lacuuy witnin me
Mr v.. "luucius. io assign iacuny
"WW in , . -- -. ...
'Itriii 'tsiuence nails organized to
.
"SOWII Tor,r iu 1
i -- I,,.. a"airs would sprvp an identical
"'wse.
AeemV'ng the Present lottery system,
iiri(.Vesevery student an equal chance to
at. k housing he or she prefers, the
,ds Placed the riiffirnU nrnress of
'"anrt1.."16 VulEar Plane 01
d
trc. "who vou are" Thosf
'who you
who are
r :rr it 'isatished would only be more so
,t a pi upuseu sysiem.
At least one Senator will argue that what I
have proposed as a plan implementable
within the present structure is indeed the
present Senate proposal. I defy the Senate,
therefore, to interpret the following
quotation as one encouraging freedom of
movement within their proposed system;
All freshmen will then select the
House with which they desire to
associate. Once this selection has
been made, students will be expected
to remain associated with the same
house until they graduate. Therefore,
changes of House affiliation will be
discouraged and granted only when
necessary.
Are you not outraged that the Senate has
formulated their proposal with no plan to
hold a student referendum to determine
student support and popularity? What could
be more reactionary than a small body of
people holding largely private (and
relatively secret) meetings, formulating a
very structured plan of housing, and then
imposing this plan upon the student body?
We have elected representatives who are
to reflect our opinions on the Senate. I hereby
inform them that I oppose passage of this
proposal without a written incorporation of
freedom of movement within their final
proposal, and the placement of any proposal
which would effect the student body before
the students in the form of a referendum. I
urge you to do the same. In formulating a
proposal for all the students the Senate has
come up with one which aids no one. If you sit
on your ass in this issue, you deserve the
involuntary internment which you will
"gain".
THOMAS WILSON
Photobooth; "chilling prospect"
Last week at dinner I paused and did
something I hadn't done in a long time I
decided that I wanted to know what was
happening on our illustrious campus.
Accordingly, I picked up a copy of the
Collegian and sat down to a fine (?), Saga
meal. I immediately discovered, since it was
on page one, that our myopic Reveille editor
had, at least, attempted to make a monkey out
of himself not only on camera but also in
print. Mr. Block, in the true Kenyon
tradition, has come up with a Mickey Mouse
scheme in answer to the alleged 'Yearbook
Dilemma'. The pictorial representation of
the culmination of our four years at Kenyon
is to be shown by a one by two inch, Big N,
dime store type photograph. We seniors are
all supposed to run up to the Big N, sit in that
little three by three booth and make faces, or
hang signs on ourselves or whatever;
something that would really represent
ourselves to our fellow students in the years
to come.
Now, I realize that times are changing and
that money is tight. I also realize that people
want to do something different but I just can't
help thinking that every time from now on
whenever anyone takes out the yearbook and
looks at the seniors of 1974 they are going to
see those nice one by two inch dime store
pictures of ourselves; a chilling prospect, to
say the least.
One of Mr. Block's reasons for his
Photobooth Proposal is that the senior
portraits are not 'candid'. If Mr. Block would
care to look up the definition of the word, he
will find that posing in the photobooth is even
less candid than the old method. Mr. Block
also cites the financial crunch as another of
his reasons. It is interesting to note that
information given by a reliable source states
that the cost of producing a large number of
photographs of the type found in the old
yearbooks is approximately the same as the
photobooth strips. However, if the student
doesn't like his strip, he must pay for any
mistakes above and beyond, as Mr. Block is
reimbursing for one strip only. Therefore,
what Mr. Block actually seems to be
advocating is less work for himself and his
staff, a philosophy with which I can readily
enough concur.
Another interesting facet of the
Photobooth Proposal is that Mr. Block can
now wedge four seniors on each page,
thereby having the seniors take up
approximately one-fourt- h of the yearbook
space instead of three-fourth- s. I have no
objection to this, but if the cost per picture is
approximately the same, then where is the
money going to come from in order to fill up
the rest of the book?
If Mr. Block is concerned about space and
the candidness of the subjects, why can't he
give each of the senior pictures '2 of a page
or take candid shots of the campus with
seniors in each one, naming the seniors.
This would seem to solve several problems
at once. He could control the quality of the
pictures with more than one senior on each
page, obtain candid shots and have some
campus scenes at the same time. Last year's
yearbook contained underclassmen,
although admittedly not many, and had a fine
section on Kenyon in it. With just a little
modification rather than radical
rearrangement, this year's yearbook, at
least in my own opinion, could contain
everything that Mr. Block wants to put into it.
I don't know the opinion of the rest of the
students, but I don't want a portrait of
myself; I did that for high school when I sat
with a stiff neck and my pretty little tuxedo
on. What I really want to see is a picture that
will, to some degree reflect myself and my
life at Kenyon rather than the environment of
a photobooth of which I have not made it a way
of life too frequent. However, it seems that if
the students don't get off their collective
asses a hear-no-evi- l, see-no-evi- l, speak-no-ev- il
photograph is going to be their reward.
THOMAS D. DONAHUE
Rosse: "pig of a hall"
"... It's like listening with cotton wool in
your ears I didn't realize the sound was
this bad . . . The player can never get used to
this, and the listener misses half the
enjoyment . . .Some halls are being built with
artificial echo (electronic reverberation). It
can work if cleverly done but it would be
cheaper to tear down the ceiling:" Harold
Lester, harpsichordist with the New London
Soloists Ensemble, while listening to his
colleagues complete the Second Gund
Concert in Rosse Hall on February 8.
"You have a pig of a hall. It's the worst
we've experienced since the Ensemble was
formed, either in the States or on the
Continent." Ross Pople, celloist with the
New London Soloists Ensemble, at a
reception following the Second Gund Concert
on February 8.
K. TAYLOR
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FILMS
THE CINCINNATI KID Steve McQueen,
Edward G. Robinson, Ann-Margare- t, Karl
Maiden, Tuesday Weld. Color. 113 minutes.
In New Orleans, circa 1936, the Kid is
determined to wrest the crown from the
dapper little King of stud poker (Robinson,
known as The Man). In a few days waiting
time before the big game, The Kid, nervous
and restless, whiles away his time with a
couple of fast women. The day of the big game
finally arrives. The tension of conflict
between steely-eye- d veteran and brash young
challenger is intensified by the intervention
of that big-tim- e cheat and perennial worm
Karl Maiden. They say "this film offers an
intriguing look at those circles in which a
love of gambling and jazz make all men
equal."
THE PARADINE CASE (1947) Directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. With Gregory Peck, Alida
Valli. Charles Laughton, Ethyl Barrymore,
Leo G. Carroll. Black and White. 115
minutes.
In an interview .with Truffaut, Hitchcock
spoke of his fascination with the idea of an
elegant, upper-clas- s woman placed in
company with the lowest element of society:
". . .an expression of my own fear, that of all
normal people who might suddenly have their
freedom taken away and be imprisoned with
professional criminals. It's normal to show
a hoodlum put in prison, but when it involves
a person of class, thatinvolves a contrast of
colours that intrigues me enormously."
THE PARADINE CASE has as its center a
femme fatale of whom Wedekind would have
been proud. . .the prison scenes are pure
film noir; echoing corridors, barred with
Lee Garmes' famous shadows. . .the judge
Lord Horfield (Charles Laughton) smacks
his lips over Mrs. Paradine's forthcoming
hanging while gobbling a meal, dwelling on
the convolutions of a walnut (they ensemble
the human brain) framed through a silver
candelabra in his mansion, the reward of a
lifetime of judicial murder.
PANDORA'S BOX (1928) Directed by G.W.
Pabst, Adapted from Frank Wedekind's
"Erdgeist" and "Die Buechse der
Pandora". With Louise Brooks, Fritz
Kortner, Franz Lederer, Carl Goetz. 110
minutes. Black and White. Silent with
soundtrack.
Two of Pabst's finest films, PANDORA'S
missions
by H. P. Guttmann
Since many students are not likely to read
the Alumni News, where an article recently
appeared describing the state of Admissions
at Kenyon, the Collegian has interviewed its
director, Mr. John Kushan. The following is
a condensation of that interview.
There is considerable concern about
declining applications at liberal arts
colleges, especially small ones such as
Kenyon. What is the situation here, and what
are some of the features of the problem in
general?
In Ohio almost all small private schools,
but many large state schools as well, are
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN February 14, IS
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Louise Brooks in Pandora's Box.
BOX and DIARY OF A LOST GIRL have been
unavailable since their original release
when they were both mutilated by the censors
and hostilely received by critics. Pabst
brilliantly conceptualizes Wedekind's words
to bring out the erotic power of this singular
earthly being, Lulu, who, though endowed
with earthly beauty, lacks all moral sense
and, though devoid of malevolence or guile,
does evil unconsciously. Pabst created a
cinema of striking effects (PANDORA'S BOX
features two truly effective murder scenes),
action built up by the employment of almost
sculptural montage. Thus, although the
plotting of the film is melodramatic, its
visual qualities, its almost tangible realism,
make it fast-pace- d and engrossing. This is a
print of remarkably high quality
accompanied by a soundtrack that intesifies
without intruding. Louise Brooks as Lulu is
paradigm of the seductive, irresistible
"Cincinnati Kid" at 8:00 Friday, 10:00
Saturday. "Pandora's Box" 10:00 Friday,
8:00 Sunday. "Paradine Case" 8:00
Saturday, 10:00 Sunday.
looking to the future
troubled by a declining number of applicants.
Figures for the small schools range from a
15 percent to 30 percent decline, which
constitutes a serious financial problem.
Fortunately, at Kenyon, where enrollment is
a very important financial factor,
applications have kept pace with last year's.
Interestingly, requests for information
about transfers flood the AdmissionsOffice about fifty letters every week, of
which there will be some 150 completed
applications. Transfers have become a way
of life; most transfer applications are made
Cont. on p. 5
by J. A. Gioia
I was trying to skulk out of the book;
the other day, hoping no one would set
there, when my passage was blocked by:
most obnoxious waste of paper found ea;
the Mississippi River. It was only atx.
foot and a half tall, yet loomed to grote;:
dimensions in my tortured mind. Its as;
on the English language was alraos:
glaring as the bright red chubby fe:
adorning the front. "Hey Valentine!"
cherps, "I wanna kiss you all over your t
. .
I wanna grab your body and i
passionate love. " But the aroused recif
is quickly cooled by the disclaimer in;
"The Devil made me send this card." It;
seem vapid, but don't argue with succe;
With nuiverinp- - hands I Derused or
abominations. The next was a big, t
cardboard cat whose eyes moved from:
to side when you moved the lever at the to:
was covered with day-gl- o orange fur --
said, "Well Valentine it's almost time f- -'
visit from that cute little character wic
any clothes on. " None to my surprise, it-"M- e"
on the inside; for surelynoone els-thi- s
day and age.
For those at school, separated from
loved one and bent on mental cruelty then
one that opens to a frightening size as
read. "Just a little something to remind-o- f
me on Valentine's Day (open) Hang"
your bedroom wall and remember
thoughts are always with you. (open!
Lover is watching you, don't mess a'1
with any one else." Fully unfolded it tu-hug- e
pair of eyes that seem to 1
"J'Accuse." Also high on the anguish to-on- e
that shows an enormously exf'-woma- n,
nonchalantly saying "Just a car-le- t
you know I'm pregnant."
sweethearts would not have the strengt
open it. Good thing too, if they realize
sadistic trick played on them (it reads,
not really but I wanted to give you
surprise on Valentine's Day ") Sal;
beatings would be the order of the day
Leading the list of atrocities
"Valentine, when I think of you I
right here. It gets me other places too,
can't point at 'em." Same to you in spa- -
swine. I wonder why distributors wouw-suc- h
cards as
Roses are Red
Violets are Blue-in- g
Come into my garden
And I'll give you a flower,
to a school with a strong English Progr..
You see, a rhyme is essential in the las
to preserve the structure of that tradi"-stanza- .
This example breaks that stra-
in order to make a sly referent
copulation. Any questions?
It was apparent to me that sentime"
was dead. For actual proof, though, I nf
a festering Corpus Delecti. I found one
time. A cute little card that had three P.
out hearts on the outside. It read "PlC
the heart you want to wear on Valen,tp
Day." Touched by the generosity of the .
one opens it and reads, "When you &e
heart on come over and cC ,
Valentine's Day with me." That
much for unstable little me, and I 'e11 ,
merciful blackness. Now my days are
here at bedlam, and I spend much of m'
cutting paper hearts and lace doilifS
proposal utreua uujj luidi cipi uui uy unce houses are assembled, they constituencies; that faculty
1
Die Board of Trustees before it will be able to negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the
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Kushan optimistic
Coot, from p. 4
because it is in vogue, rather than because of
real dissatisfaction. When problems do get
inthestudent's way, they fail to realize that
theyare likely to transfer their unhappiness
with them, finding only new ground for old
problems. As an example, four students who
bad transferred last year have returned to
Kenyon this semester. On the other hand,
there is the desire to diversify the college
experience by spending a year off-campu- s,
thether abroad, in a work-stud- y program, or
it another school. Presently there are six
people at Kenyon on such a one-yea- r
arrangement.
Returning to the problem of declining
applications, as central figures in the
concern, how do high school upperclassmen
(eel about a liberal arts education?
Their interest is waning for three
reasons: 1) the prohibitive, yet increasing
costofliberal arts education; 2) the surfeit
ofacademicians in an economy which as such
is tending away from general education to
ever greater specialization; and 3) in
consequence, the tendency to earlier
professional preoccupation, for which
purpose liberal arts education is not
conducive. More appealing, then, to many
high school students are community colleges
and technical institutions, which at a fraction
of the cost of Kenyon, prepares them for
definite occupations that can be assumed
immediately upon completion of training. A
Possible result of the "money-crunch- " could
1 that children of wealthy families and those
ith special financial aid will be able to
ord schools such as Kenyon, while middle
class students are frozen out. However,
"ere is reason to anticipate new state or
federal assistance that will allow such
schools as Kenyon to exist with students
town from a broad economic background.
Wehavehad two lectures on the future of
ucation in America, both grave and
"PPtehensiveintone.Howdoyou feel in this
fegard?
Such fears are not certain. The unique
ePerience of a liberal arts education is its
n justification. Moreover, there is toodPa heritage of this kind of education and
respect for its results too great, to allow
"to expire. Then too, there are subtle
""cations, such as a romantic revival, that
Jmt to the need for, and a more favorable
lsPosition toward liberal arts education.
ever, intensified competition among
Ucti schools may lead to some closings.
Turning to the admission process itself,
" effect have women had on it?
very Positive one in that the "visibility"
school has been increased, it becomes
' attractive to a greater number of
student: si and the process of admission itself
.o more sensitive to a
"sity of perspective students.
The;'
crunch1
greater
is the fear that if the "money- -
Continue 4k n..mKA n
""to, 1 CUUV-lII- g UIC HUlllLSCl ui
admiCantS S result tne standards of
temrMOnmay have t0 be lowered. at least
Do.Varily' to sustain enrollment. Is this
"fable, or likelv?
s is unlikely, since at Dresent about 95
.,
nt Of Kenvnn's Qnnlironic a ra nanahla
academic
ftnH , smtess, so tnai even a
e decline would not critically reduce
the number of students from which to chose
according to high standards. The more
realistic course of action is to publicize
Kenyon sufficiently to ensure an adequate
number of highly qualified applicants. This
process of extending public awareness and
appreciation of Kenyon is a difficult one,
requiring a period of a decade or more.
Fortunately, Kenyon has a good geographical
distribution of students and is well known in
major metropolitan areas. Presently a
concerted effort is underway to make Kenyon
better known in Saint Louis, Minneapolis-Sain- t
Paul, Milwaukee, and Madison; with
about two new areas being added every year.
Many of these efforts have shown good
results.
Without dredging up college catalogue
platitudes, what are people looking for when
they apply to Kenyon?
Most are looking for intellectual
stimulation and refinement; an exposure to
the world of ideas that is not possible at the
secondary school level. Many have a good
idea of the kinds of experience they want, and
think that Kenyon will afford them that. But
there are also those with only vague notions
about the academic world, who do not know
exactly what they want, but do know that they
are going to college, and are attracted by this
or that feature of Kenyon.
What in turn are you looking for in the
applicant?
No simple formulae exist for measuring
applicants. After many years of experience,
we each have our own indexes which we
apply, rather as an art than a science, to
determine if there is a general sensitivity to
what we offer here, if there is a receptive and
enthusiastic intelligence. We trust, then,
that the faculty will elicit the best in each
student. On the whole we look for people who
are strong individuals of diverse interests,
but whose individuality will not impede their
particular contribution to the college
community.
How is the feedback from students and
faculty?
Faculty let us know when good selections
have been made for their departments; they
also let us know when there is need for more
people in their area.
Student opinion is not solicited, except in
casual conversation, for which we
sometimes go out of our way. We don't expect
to hear "Oh yes, I'm euphoric;" nor do we
want that. Critical judgement should be
cultivated here, and that is the sort of
response we get. Students are honest in
clearly stating what they do and don't like,
and for the most part their reactions are
primarily positive. Academically we get
feedback all the time, by way of validity
studies to correlate high school records with
first year performance.
Can students here assist the admission
process by giving any prospective students
they might know information about the
school?
Yes, very much so. Information from
student to student, tempered by several
opinions, is the most reliable and persuasive
sort. We are pleased that students in fact
stop in before vacations and ask whether
there is anyone whom they might contact in
their area. Information from students is
Kristol to lecture
on capitalism and
the intellectual
by Professor Frame
Irving Kristol, whose articles on the
American version of capitalism and freedom
are well-know- n at Kenyon, will lecture under
the title "Capitalism and the Intellectual" in
the Biology Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
February 19.
Mr. Kristol is Henry R. Luce, Professor
of Urban Values at New York University, a
prominent member of the so-call- ed New
York intellectual circle, and an editor along
with Daniel Bell and founder of The Public
Interest, a quarterly journal which deals
with public policy questions at issue in
contemporary America. He has participated
in several of the Public Affairs Conferences,
and contributed an article to the Nation of
Cities volume published by the PACC now
called the Public Affairs Forum. He has
accepted the invitation of the Student
Lectureships Committee to return here next
Monday.
In a series of articles appearing in The
Public Interest, and in two books published
since 1969, Mr. Kristol has taken issue with
the defense of capitalism and liberty
advanced by Milton Friedman, Fredrich
Hayek and others. He regards the freedom
praised by these thinkers to be inconsistent
with the characteristic American
understanding of liberal democracy, and
believes that their arguments have
contributed to the declining legitimacy of the
American regime.
The attack of the New Left on the capitalist
ethic alleged to America was misplaced,
according to Kristol. It should have fallen on
Messrs. Friedman and Hayek. The revolt
itself proposes an increase in freedom,
according to Kristol, but is actually inspired
by the felt but misinterpreted need for
direction or "legitimacy." This need is
ultimately identical, he argues, with the need
to suppose that one dwells in and is
influenced by a just society.
Although this argument has convinced
many that Mr. Kristol is a conservative, a
label which he personally eschews, it has not
lowered his standing in the intellectual world
in which he moves.
In 1972, Mr. Kristol published his On the
Democratic Idea in America, and in 1969 he
edited Confrontation: The Student Rebellion
in America. He was once vice-preside- nt of
Basic Books, Inc., and editor of The
Reporter.
tremendously important because it is a vital
and trusted source.
Many students are concerned about
Kenyon's prestige. Is this a significant
concern?
No, rather it is a hang up. It is really a
matter of self-consciousne- ss. Students
should be concerned with whether they are
learning what they want to learn and the way
they want to learn, not with the market value
of their degree. What matters finally, is what
a student has become during his time here
that is his responsibility and his
achievement.
On the whole then, are you from
Admission's standpoint, optimistic about
Kenyon's future?
I think optimism here realistic.
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Concert
OYER THE Hill toRoccocoRoccocostylemusk
by Kevin Fitzgerald and Dick Smith
Those of you who are alert readers of the
New York Times would have noticed this
advertisement in the "Teacher Openings"
section.
President Fuller's sudden resignation
some weeks ago has left Oberlin's trustees
with little other recourse. Oberlin and
Kenyonare not alone in their search; more
than 100 colleges across the country are
conducting similar searches to replace
retiring or dismissed heads.
""PRESIDENT""
OBERLIN COLLEGE
The Beard f Trustee lultei nomiaatlaeu
and appliettiene for the fjotitlan f Pree-Ide- nt
of Oberlin College. An Independent,
reiidentlal undergraduate Institution.
Oberlin was tha nation' flrat coeduca-
tional eeileia and tha tint to admit
atudenti "irrespective ef color." Enroll-
ment average 2200 in fce College ef
Arte and Scientei and SOD in the Con-tervate- ry
af Made. The eampui is situ-
ated S5 miles southwest ef Ceyeeend In
the ' eny ef Olierlln (pep. 1,750), The
President is the chief executive officer
of the College and presiding officer ef
the Board of Trustees.
It Is expeeted that the search will he
aonoluded by Jwie 1174. Applications and
nominations, veath auppetting background
Information, stpuld be gadretaed to:
John R. Brown. Jr., Chairperson
Presidential Search Conaanittee
Oberlin College ArimiJstrxton Bldg.
Oberlin. Ohio 44074.
Affirmative Action Mmploytr
Way over the Hill . . .
Women and their ice cream licking infants wrapped in babushas were treated to a new
sight along Gorky Street in Moscow this week. A large poster attacking Alexander
Solzhenitsyn has been erected in the latest government program to discredit the 1970 Nobel
Laureate and his recent book on Stalinist police tactics, Gulag Archipelago. The poster,
displayed in a glass case just a couple of blocks from the home of Solzhenitsyn's wife,
portrays an orchestra of sweaty, fat "capitalists" playing "anti-soviet- " instruments ana
holding aloft a banner emblazoned with "Works of Solzhenitsyn" and a yellow skull and
crossbones. There may yet be hope; our source tells us that no one is paying any attention.
Kill 'ose watts! . . .
At Ohio Wesleyan University this month, a special "Conservation Contest" was begun.
The purpose of the contest is to reduce electricity consumption at the university, a move
inspired by a similar contest at more darkly browned out Smith College in Boston. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the living unit showing the greatest savings in electricity between
billings. The prize will be 50 percent of the savings (limit, $1,000.). Presumably the money
will go to buy firewood.
Products of an ill typesetter . . .
"By claiming executive priveledge, the White House is asking Tricia to withhold two
tapes from the grand jury."
San Diego Evening Tribune
Nov. 26, 1973
"Train Rolls O Miles With No One Aboard"
headline, NY Times, Oct. 23, 1973
"Pope blames priest shortage on laymen's misconceptions."
Louisville Courier-Journa- l
Nov. 23, 1973
"Named 'Great Adventure,' the amusement park is expected to attack two million
visitors during its first year of operation."
Trenton Times
Nov. 27, 1973
"Correction: Due to an error in the advertisement that appeared in yesterday's Royal
Gazette it was erroniously stated that persons under the age of 16 would not be admitted to the
movie "Lady and the Tramp"; this is of course incorrect and the movie is open to children of
all ages."
Bermuda Royal Gazette
July 26, 1973
'Nixon takes role of underdog to lick Watergate.
Peterborough (Ontario) Examiner
by Steven Schaufele, official critic, Kent :
Music Club
'Kenyon College had the great pleasure :
Friday night. February 8, of hosting the N-L- ondon
Soloists Ensemble. They
brought to Gambier by the Lecturestiip
Committee for the second George Gun:
concert.
Their program was predominantly II'-centu- ry,
though they decided not to play tt-tw- o
concerti by Vivaldi, and added on a pies
by Bartok. This music is generally light an:
pleasant in character, and demar.i
lightness and clarity when being performe!
Unfortunately, two centuries separate usar,:
our musicians from that period, t;
centuries in w hich weight and volume, ratbe:
than lightness and clarity, have been tit
desired characteristics. Probably withoir.
exception, all our musicians have bee:
trained to the ideals of this era. 0i)
recently have performers been able to mab
significant advances towards restorin?
proper Roccoco style to Roccoco music.
This problem plagued the musician;
throughout the early part of their program
but only slightly. The excess of weight
virtually non-existe- nt in the opening piece
the Symphony No. 1 in B flat by the English
composer William Boyce. It was mort
apparent in the next, the Cello Concerto ts
Luigi Boccherini. Mr. Pople's performing
of the virtuoso solo was very impressnf
and. in the second movement, very movin:
However, the cadenza in the last movent
(which Mr. Pople assures me is his ot
improvisation, which is as it should be)1'
not carried off quite as fortunately as coul-b- e
desired.
The weight problem disappeared in
next piece, the Suite No. 2 in B minor"!
Bach, mainly because Bach is just natural!!
heavier than his contemporaries, anda li"'e
Cont. onp
1
ARE YOU A MAN?
ARE YOU 18?
HAVE YOU REGISTERED WITH THE
SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM?
The law requires that every
register either 30 days before or
ma'
with- -
30 days after his eighteenth birthday- -
REGISTRATION PLACES:
Mr. J. G. Williamson, Registrar
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio
OR AT
Local Board Office
Federal Building
180 North Diamond Street
Mansfield, Ohio
PENALTY FOR NOT REGISTERING.
$5,000 fine or 5 years imprisonment
BOTH
IMPORTANT: IF YOU ARE OVER i
AND HAVE NOT REGISTERED, D
NOW! .
Once houses are assembled, they constituencies; that faculty I
will be able to negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the L
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Group grope
bj Maria Muto Photos by Mark Block
Black Comedy is a modern English play
rticb blends traditional British wit with
universal slapstick to produce a delightful
Ming of theatrical merrymaking. It was
written by Peter Shaffer about a situation
tfatmaynot be so unusual in the near future;
namely, getting stuck without any lights . The
electricity goes out at the beginning of the
Play and doesn't return until the surprise
ending. The characters include a sculptor,
to fiancee, a deaf millionaire who is coming
'.
to
"look at" the sculptor's work, a tipsy
teetotaler, and various others. The trick is
"kttheligntsareout for the actors, but the
Mience can see everything that happens.
Play is an acting project in partial
Millment of the Integrating Exercise in
Drama for Kathleen Hume and Wilder
Gutterson III, and directed by Edward Cohen
'
'"directing project for Drama 100. It will
to? at the Hill Theater this Friday and
turday at 8:30 p.m. Kenyon students free
D ;allothers$1.00. Tickets available
Monday Saturday 2-- 4 p.m. at the Hill
ater Box Office.
1.
r:-- y- - W
-
....
fes-
-'
Housing
Cont. from p. 1
put the Peeps in Mr. Caples house." The
persons who will have use of the fraternity
lounges will be determined by the House
Council which might include not only
fraternity members but independents as
well. The "House" system is by no means
identical to that of a fraternity. Mr.
Tegreene admitted that "Houses" will
provide "some sort of competition for the
fraternities" and therefore fraternities will
have to "hustle a bit more." Obviously those
fraternities "who shrink grom the challenge
are going to weaken and may in fact die."
However, those fraternities who "accept the
challenge will become stronger." Tom
Wilson, president of Delta Phi then asked
why buildings presently housing fraternities
"should be forced to go into a housing
structure which makes it more difficult for
them to function. Why can't we implement the
Housing policy in all those dormitories
except those four which house the
fraternities?" Professor Elliot responded
by saying that "not all of the four buildings
are just fraternity members; two of the
buildings are overwhelmingly fraternity
members and there would be a case there. . .
.Our special concern was that there not be
students who are left out of the House system
as the students could be in those two houses .
. . there was some concern that the house
system should be uniform throughout the
campus and it would be strengthened that
way. . . It was felt that uniformity would be
the best policy." Mr. Rutkoff added that
"there is no guarantee that any one building
in any enduring time will be all
fraternities." He also stated that there is a
need for the Hill to become "more
integrated" and therefore the integration of
the buildings would be a natural step.
Furthermore, both Mr. Tegreen and Mr.
McGannon stressed the point that women
want to live on the Hill. It would be necessary
then to create opportunities for them in Old
Kenyon, Bushnell and Manning. Dean
Edwards remarked that "this proposal
allows a great deal of flexibility for students
to determine the type of living experiences
they want. . . The assignment of the House as
it is originally proposed now, would not
necessarily remain the same."
One of the more difficult questions raised
during the meeting had to do with the amount
of rooms available to students in a particular
house. Conceivably, there could be a conflict
not only with fraternity members and
independents, but also with a block of
students who desired to live in a house when
there might not be the available space. None
of the members of Senate could properly
address themselves to the question without
entering into a logistical debate. Dean
Edwards concluded that "not everybody can
be in a particular organization" and "there
may have to be a quota system." In any event,
this question, since it involves technicalities
will be taken up in further Senate
discussions.
Many students were critical of the
sentence in the proposal which reads:
"Therefore, changes of House affiliation
will be discouraged and granted only when
necessary." To the dismay of Senate, this
was unfortunately misleading. The
implication is a denial of the right to move
Cont. on p. 9
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Music program
well executed
Cont. from p. 6
added weight suited him fine. The only
complaint I have was the lack of clarity; I
would have liked to have heard a bit more of
the flute. It must be recognized that much of
the time Miss Milan played in unison with the
first violins, but it is very easy to drown out a
flute in this its middle register. It wasn't
until the last movement that I was able to
hear the flute clearly, and then Miss Milan
gave an excellent, agile performance, with a
very good tone.
After the intermission, the musicians
returned with J. S. Bach's Concerto in E for
violin. This time there were no problems
whatsoever. The weight again was perfect,
and the solo performance by Mr. Thomas
was wonderfully rich especially in the slow
movement.
The last two pieces in the program skipped
to the 20th century. The first was the
Serenade for Strings by the musicians'
compatriot, Sir Edward Elgar. The
performance was excellent, and the spirit of
the music was very well expressed
something which, in this case, is relatively
rare; it takes English musicians to properly
interpret Elgar. The musicians then played
the Seven Dances by Bela Bartok. The proper
Hungarian feeling was not present, though
the dances were very enjoyable just the
same.
The musicians played for their encore the
last movement of a divertimento (K. 136) by
Mozart. In this case, the appropriate
lightness was not lacking, which leads one to
suspect that the slight excess of weight at the
beginning of the concert was not due so much
to the musicians themselves as to their
unfamiliarity with the hall. All around, the
tone and execution of the program were
excellent, and, while not perfect, one could
not have hoped for a better performance.
We would like to thank the Lectureships
Committee for bringing us such an enjoyable
evening, and hope that they will continue the
good work in the future. Our best wishes go to
the New London Soloists Ensemble as they
finish their American tour and return to
their homeland.
Professor Irving Kristol
Co-edit- or of The Public Interest
will lecture on
'Capitalism and the Intellectual'
Tuesday, February 19th
in the Biology Auditorium
at
8:00 p.m.
An open reception in Peirce Lounge
will follow the lecture.
Presented by Student Lectureships
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Rembrandt
misunderstood
by Dennis Pannullo
The Art Department introduced David
Russ Smith, candidate for art historian
through a lecture titled, "Rembrandt and the
Narrative Tradition." Although the name
Rembrandt is better known to the general
public than perhaps any other artist, and
despite the vastness of his surviving oeuvre,
Rembrandt himself remains a poorly
delineated, misunderstood figure. The bulk
of Rembrandt scholarship is cautious and
shallow, concerning itself with little more
than the incidentals of his art; i.e. dates,
models, etc. Declining to demonstrate a
meaningful coherence to his oeuvre or to
suggest the manifestation of an ideology in
his choice of subjects and their
interpretation, the existent monographs
leave an impression that Rembrandt
dispatched his projects dispassionately as
though they were mere exercises.
Mr. Smith, however, dared to advance a
working model of the Rembrandt psyche that
proved not only provocative but consistent
with the character of his work. He
immediately contrasted Rembrandt's
historical paintings with Giotto's, whose
emphasis on classical orderliness,
symmetry, and deliberateness of line
reflected the Renaissance man's confidence
in his perception of the historical scene and
the import of a given moment, and in the
readily visible coherence of a historical
scenario. On the other hand, Rembrandt's
design, Smith notes in a drawing of the
Crucifixion, holds the viewer in darkness,
remotely distant from the heart of the scene.
In the "Conspiracy of Claudius Civilus,"
Rembrandt departs from the Platonic
refinement of 17th century Europe in his
depiction of classical history and portrays
his subjects as tideous primitives.
Rembrandt, challenging the concept of
historical continuity and the parallelism of
classical and modern civilization, uncovers
a bizarre visage of the "cyclops" Claudius
and his attendent "dinosaurs."
Smith cites the absence of the ever-popul- ar
"Last Judgement" motif from
Rembrandt's portfolio as indicative of
Rembrandt's suspicion of the progression of
history. Rembrandt's figures, posed on
murky, dimensionless settings, come
across as eternal, immutable archetypes
beyond any temporal and spatial context. His
subjects seem frozen in indeterminate
moments, in moments of recognition of
metaphysical contradictions, moments of
inaction, indecision. This problematic
iconography pervades Rembrandt's work
and is amply illustrated in the "Sacrifice of
Isaac" motif, where the "telling moment"
aesthetic of the Baroque is rejected for the
momentof ambiguity, eternally unresolved.
The transfer
option
by Buck Sanford
February is the cruelest month for r
attending Kenyon. The defects of the col
seem, to many, to glare like ice, and thei
'transfer' is heard almost as often as j
word 'work'. However, the frequency oi'.'
use of the word does not parallel
frequency of its occurrence.
Student mobility is a growing trend ::
nationwide basis, but it seems to
particularly evident phenomena in lit
arts institutions. Changes in the count"
economic position and increased st-mobi- lity
on the whole are the two mostqr.."-reason- s
for the general growth of stt:
mobility. Every institution has its "
distinctly disagreeable features whictm.
students to transfer. Kenyon is certain
exception.
Almost every student interviewed t
planning to transfer indicated in his or:
basic reasons a scholastic or acad
inadequacy; i.e. Kenyon is either lack
department, (teaching, American su-fores- try,
engineering, etc.) or
department here has proven to be too lit
or too small. Usually reasons are com;
and combine a number of desires, ambi-an- d
irieas. hut the scholastic reasoo c
typical common denominator. ChellyGn
member of the freshman class, has fcc
"lack of facilities in a variety of com
Charlie Strandburg, a sophomore, also;"
"a limitation of courses not enough
the (economics) department."
students come to Kenyon as freshmen
an education' with little thought as
major. As they develop socially
academically they find Kenyon la(
many respects.
Another major criticism heard from
planning to leave Kenyon is that the
sc-s- ize
and location are, in many :
inhibiting. Betsy Murdock, a sophomore-th- at
the "school is too small and toois'f
rin i;ioii onH culturally'tight interconnection of students, you"
s Ieveryone involved in everyone else
' '. . nH not
acts many times as a aeterrem ...
i Jn,.nnnnilint.1 AO
freshman simply said "It is too s
community which creates a great
over-interactio- n between people
.
,
addition to size, scholastic reason
location there are three other major
i r.r k jdro in find 31
competitive program, financial Umi
Cont. out
Smith, in conclusion, presents th
Man as Rembrandt's personna, ac ,
through understanding, but throug ;
Without the Renaissance confi den ;
human perception, without any
understanding the ever-prese- nt r((i
principle, Rembrandt's dilemma is
man determined to believe in enceru:'
significance of his existence, yet uHprSoi;
of his capacity to recognize and un ,
; r hronHt'Sa -divine directives. RemDranui
crystalization of the paradox of ;
i ,.., tinizing ,
artifacts in the Santayanic r
... Jrtnf 0deliverance, after expei ,c" cj
npmnnurraron ino tiitiiilv
preoccupation.
c
Senate's controversial housing and says it will actively encourage, members will have House
proposal needs only final approval by once houses are assembled, they constituencies; that faculty
Board of Trustees before it wiu be able t0 negotiate for the members be encouraged to join the
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Recent punctures dpSPORTS deflate basketball
tinder men
kmt in OAC
Cont. from p. 10
seconds performance in the two mile by a
Heidelberg runner. Also the time of 52.7
s:onds in the 440 yard dash by Raper of
Heidelberg was one of the fastest 440's to be
at the Kenyon Indoor Track in several
years.
A! the Ohio Athletic Conference Relays at
Dfaison. only the four-la- p relay (140 yards
per lap) and the sprint medley relay were
;t!e toplace in the six scoring positions. The
&ur-la- p relay consisting of Hammond, Rea,
taner. and Letts; was able to take a fourth
place. While the sprint-medle- y relay of
Hammond, Letts, Wagner, and Andress was
tie to capture a sixth place. Again the good
erformance of the opponents was partially
treason for the team's poor showing. At
it OAC relays the accomplishments of
tarticipants and depths of teams from
Baldwin-Wallac-
e, Denison, and Mt. Union
Blotter schools meant the competition was
atremely rigorous.
This weekend the team competes against
teams. Oberlin, under the guidance
' uiympic sprinter Tommy Smith, has
proved more than any other school in the
Conference. Wooster which Kenyon beat last
!ar indoors, should bring its usual strong,
"laced team. Hopefully with the return of a
'"injured runners, the team can beat these
'steams and bring its record to 4 wins and 2
losses.
Transfer trend
CoDt-
- from p. g
"Jfsonal and social problems,
wan Edwards called the attrition rate atyn
"relatively small". Last semester
tiiL'reShmen and sixteen sophomores
tldrew, (two percent and four percent
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With only one game remaining until the
OAC tourney next week, the Lord basketball
team has appeared to have fallen into it's
worst slump yet as they struggled through
two discouraging losses at home last
Saturday and Tuesday. Kenyon hit a low point
two nights ago when they allowed the lowly
Oberlin Yeoman to intimidate them with a
very aggressive zone defense and a full-cou- r
press enroute to a 73-6- 0 triumph. The game
turned into a circus of ball-handlin- g errors
in the second half, disrupting the Lord's
attempts ata comeback and the visitors took
advantageof the wide-ope- n playto inflate the
score with a barrage of late baskets. Kenyon
had remained fairly close to Oberlin
throughout the game, down only 32-2- 9 at the
half, but then could not generate the
consistent good play needed to put them into
the lead. Tim Appleton led the Lords in
scoring and rebounding with 22 and 10, and
pulled his scoring average up a little to 19.7
p.p.g. On Saturday Appleton suffered his
lowest scoring night yet as he only collected
4 points and Kenyon fell to Mount Union 78-6- 6.
Jim Wurtz was hot, scoring a season high
27 points but the height-ladene- d Purple
Raiders, led by center Ed Lawrence, kept
steady control of the game throughout. In
contrast to the fast-pace- d, ragged action of
theOberlin game, the contest drifted by in a
listless manner, with the visitors breaking
down the strongest Kenyon rally, late in the
second half without much ruffling the
tranquil nature of the game.
The last Kenyon victory came one week
ago, on the roadagainst John Carroll, where
the Lords were forced into overtime before
securing their 87-8- 2 win. Kenyon pretty
much controlled their weaker opponents,
leading by 12 points both at the half and in the
overtime period, and John Carroll put in a
strong late game effort to tie it at the end of
regulation time. Appleton and Wurtz paced
the team in scoring with 25 and 19 points.
The Lords would like to end the season
over Rose-Hulma- n in thewith a victory
Wertheimer Fieldhouse Saturday,
particularly since they haven't posted a
home win since early December. The team
has alot of trouble spots to smooth out in a
short time if they are to remain long in the
upcoming championship series.
Vu ' r. ,t
Dave Meyer, scoring an average of almost 15
points a game, unleashes a jump shot. (Photo
by Bob Gibson)
Unresolved questions
Cont. from p. 7
from one house to another. Professor
Rutkoff explained that the situation would be
no different under the proposal than it is now.
Very simply, if one wants to move and there
is space in another House, he can do so.
In the midst of the discussion concerning
freedom of movement, freshman Brian
Macdonald (not the Senator) read a petition
(to be submitted to the Board of Trustees)
signed by 25 percent (350 students) of the
student body, opposed to the Housing
proposal. The petition accuses the proposal
of being an "inflexible, unjust and artificial
system . . . the current proposal treats a
symptom and not the underlying disease.
Opportunity for block housing and social
organization has been available for students
who wish to take advantage of it. We feel that
this spirit of cooperation can neither be
forced nor nurtured under the proposed
ultimately boils down to one of personality:
how well does Kenyon fulfill the needs of
one's personality, and how able is one to go
out and seek the fulfillments that are needed?
system of all student housing." Mr.
McGannon subsequently asked what the
"underlying disease" was, to which
Macdonald replied "that the social life at
Kenyon may be suffering" and that
conditions could not be improved through
"force." Professor Rutkoff then explained
that the purpose of the new Housing system
was precisely to make social patterns more
''flexible'' and to minimize the
"bureaucracy" in dealing with the students'
individual needs.
Towards the end of the meeting, Dean
Edwards commented that "Senate may have
conveyed a sense of unity and this is far from
the truth. In the beginning of the year when we
took on the project as a committee of the
whole, everyone had very definite ideas and
many of these were parochial. What we have
as a proposal was a series of compromises .
. .'.'He went on to say that for the benefit of
the college, positions are going to have to
change and the health of the college will have
to be a priority to everyone. "What are we
going to do in terms of caring for one
another?"
Page 10
Betas clinch I.M. title
Asserting themselves as the top team in
intramural basketball, the Betas triumphed
over a fast-closin- g AD squad in their
Showdown Tuesday afternoon 52-4- 6. Withe
stage set for the deciding match-u- p by the
unexpected meekness of the Chon machine,
the two contenders met with the all the due
trappings of an official game uniforms, an
announcer, fans and popcorn. In their prior
games each team had handled their
opponents with embarassing ease and the
only factor that may have given one an
advantage over the other from the outset was
the presence of 6'5" Harry Fishleigh on the
Betas. Shooting exclusively from the outside
and on breakaway lay-up- s the AD's moved
into an early 16-1- 0 lead. Then the Betas
began to find the basket with more frequency
and moved into a 23-1- 8 half time lead, largely
on one 13-- 2 scoring surge. In the second half
they continued to add to their lead, on the
smooth shooting of Dave Jamieson and the
rebounding and inside intimidation of
Fishleigh. At 44-3- 2 the Betas reached their
widest margin and it was at this point that the
AD's started their belated rally. Doug Dorer
single handedly countered the Beta Red
Plague, as he reeled off 10 points in a row to
pull the East Wing team to within two.
Fishleigh broke the dry spell for the Betas
with a basketbut it was answered by a score
by AD Tim Olson, and with 55 seconds left in
the game they got the ball back with a chance
to tie it up. For once Dorer failed to find the
proper English on his shot, missing a lay-u- p
and from there the Beta's broke the AD full
courtpress to putina couple to easy baskets
before the time ran out. Dorer was the
leading scorer of the game, pouring in 24
points (18 in the second half). Olson, Jeff
Kinder and Bruce Issacs added 6 points
apiece for the AD's and Jamieson and
Fishleighdominated the Beta scoring with 18
and 9 points respectively.
OAC titans
humble harriers
by Jay Andress
While starting out the indoor season with 2
wins, the track team has not been able to
perform well against opponents during the
last two meets. Competing two weekends ago
against Ohio Wesleyan University and
Heidelberg College, the team was unable to
come back from a 17 point deficit sustained
in the field events. Last weekend at the Ohio
Athletic Conference Indoor Relays at
Denison,only two relay teams were able to
place high enough to score. Amassing only 5
points, the team placed 1 1th out of 14 schools
participating.
While the team did poorly against Ohio
Wesleyan and Heidelberg, there were some
good performances turned in by a few
individuals. Most notable was a toss of 42'-2- "
in the shot put by Chet Hughey. Also
Dwight Hammond continued his dominance in
the 55 yard dash by taking first in a time of
6.2 seconds. The only other first place for
Kenyon was the 880 yard relay, run by
Hammond, Bill Rea, Marty Wagner, and
George Letts. In most of the other events the
opponents performed extremely well. Rich
Gordon while running his best time ever, was
not able to beat an outstanding 9 minutes, 49
Cont. on p. 9
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Perhaps the best individual swimmer in the
conference, co-capta- in Rich James is a key
factor in Kenyon's hopes for a 21st
consecutive swimming championship.(Photo by Bob Gibson)
Swimmers
confident
by Randy Roome
Confronting the swimming team on
February 9, were the facts that Denison had
earlier beaten Kenyon, Oberlin just beat
Denison the week before, and Kenyon was to
swim Oberlin that afternoon. This was to
provide an excellent insight into the
conclusion of the OAC Conference
Chapionships on February 28 March 2. It
was an important meet, for it was to denote
how well Kenyon could rebound into a tough
team after losing seven seniors from the
year before.
On an emotional level, Oberlin is the only
team in conference that approaches Kenyon.
They showed it Saturday as approximately
500 Oberlin fans cheered their swimmers
SPORTS
SCORES
Oberlin 73 Basketball 60
Mt. Union 78 Basketball 66
Basketball 87 John Carroll!
Wooster 37 Wrestling 8
Swimming 64 Oberlin 59
capsize
Oboes
into a frenzy.
Kenyon proved superior, however,
Coach Richard Sloan masterminded i
excellent meet, and Kenyon swimro:
dropped many seconds allowing the met1;
be decided by the last relay. The Kenyon
yard freestyle relay team of Montei, K
Morton, and Keeran touched out Oberlin
1
win the meet 64-5- 9.
Oberlin's final chant was "we'll see yo"1
conference" which is exactly what eve'
Kenyon swimmer and fan is waiting I"
We'll see Obie and the Doo on Thursda!
February 28 and decide whether Kenyon
win its 21st consecutive conferei"
championship.
Sophomore Jim Kuhn leads a freestyle swimming sprint. (Photo by Bob Gibson) i
